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Migration towards Asia: Homo Sapien
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African-Asian exchanges: Indian Ocean = African-asian Lake
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Renewal

Japan-Africa: 1993
NAASP: 2005
China-Africa: 2006
Korea-Africa: 2006
India-Africa: 2008
Turkey-Africa: 2008
Iran-Africa: 2009
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WORLD ORDER 50 YEARS AFTER BANDUNG CONFERENCE AND THE PLACE OF AFRICA AND ASIA

Samir Amin:
The end of three systems (West, Est and Non-alignment) and the rise of the single hegemonic system of capitalism and imperialism led by the Triad (US, EU, Japan)

Kinhide Mushakoji + Bernard Founou Tsuigoua:
“Human Security” and “Governance” as tools of the Triad to dominate the rest of the world

Majid Tehranian:
The world community is deeply divided into five modes of life: nomadic, agrarian, commercial, industrial and digital within and among nations
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THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF AFRICA AND ASIA FOR SUSTAINABLE WORLD

Africa and Asia are essential for a sustainable world

Economy:
Resources and Market

Culture and Ecology:
Source and Pool of Diversity

Paradigms of Sustainable World:
Single Model of Development (imposed by the Triad) vs Diversity of Life (offered by Africa and Asia)
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ASSETS AND OBSTACLES OF AFRICAN-ASIAN DEVELOPMENT

Assets
Economy
Culture
Ecology

Obstacles
“OLDEFOS”
Reciprocal Ignorance
Dependence on the Triad
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BUSINESS EDUCATION FOR A COMMON WELL-BEING IN A SUSTAINABLE WORLD

Reality
1. The increasing trade between Africa and Asia
2. The offensif comes from outside Africa (Asia and others; risk of domination)
3. The place of Africa remains marginal (some questions)
4. The need for business professionals linking Africa and Asia (and other parts of the world)
5. The strategic role of business professionals (conception, planning, design, and implementation of business policies and practices) - HEC
6. Whatever the ideology, trade between countries is unavoidable
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Objective
To form business professionals having competences not only in technique of international trade but also in its cultural, economical and political dimensions in their area of operation.

Curriculum
Theory (Technical, Ethical and Cultural Dimensions)
Practice (Internship in African/Asian Companies)

Stakeholders
Government, Private Sectors and Civil Society (Academic World and NGOs)